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EN • RADIO KEYPAD WITH VARIABLE CODES 
TVTXK868A04 black 
TVTXK868B04 white 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
Radio remote control of electric and electronic equipment for automatic door opening 
systems, in compliance with current regulations and standards, ,1���i··. .·'i��;;\ The transmission of the commands may only be activated after \ t \ / .l, ! 
having insert an access 5-digit code (from O to 9}. \ .· \ , / If the access code is correct, up to 3 channels (distinguished on \ .0/ ® \@. / 
the keypad by the numbers 1 - 3 and the letter A) may be pressed © ® © Independently. 

0 © ® Key Bis a directtransmission key which does not require the_ access . ·'ti:/if!, r,;,, :f,;/j,·. code to be set; It may be used, for example, as a bell activation. ; �, \EJ ,'7 \ 
The_4 radio_ commands (CH1 . .4) m�st to be memorized following f:.3>:0 j \ D. i 
the instruction manuals of the receivers. \��_'.V ·--tc"•V 
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The radio keypad recognises a series of 5 continuative numbers which must correspond 
to the access code; in case of error it is possible to enter the code again. The system 
permits up to 3 attempts, after which the remote control becomes inactive for 30 sec. 
and the buzzer emits three beeps upon any attempt to press another key. Whenever a 
key is pressed, the buzzer emits a short beep, the led light on and the keypad remains 
active for 5 sec.This time lapse is renewed each time a key is pressed. The correct 
sequence of the 5 numbers making up the access code is signalled at the press of the 
5th number by a longer beep from the buzzer. Key 5 is easily recognisable also in the 
dark as it has a projecting surface. 
CODING SYSTEM 
The radio remote contrcll is supplied by the manufacturer with a standard access code: 
12345. It is the responsibility of the installer or end users to change the base code with 
their own code. 

apportare modifiche a datl tecnlcl e prestazlonl senza preavvIso, 

forgets it. 
- enter the secret code (if the remote control ls new, enter the code 12345); 
• press the button M1 located inside the remote control; the buzzer emits 3 beeps 
• enter the new 5-digit code within 5 sec, (after the 5th number the buzzer emits a 
longer beep); 
- repeat the new code again (the second code must be entered within 1 sec. from the 
end of the first code); 
- if the new code has been stored the buzzer sounds for 3 seconds continuously. 
CHANGING .THE BATTERY 
• The leds will flash if the battery power drops below 6V, indicating that it's necessary 
replacing it. •'l,l 
• Keep the batteries out of the reach of children. Call a doctor Immediately If a battery
is swallowed} 
• Explosion l)'azard if the battery is substituted incorrectly. 
• Replac�)he battery with a H6F type battery only. 
• Always wrap the battery up, both when it is being stored and when it is being disposed 
of. The battery should not come into contact with other metal objects as it could cause 
the battery to run down, catch fire or be damaged. 
, Dispose of damaged or finished batteries immediately in compliance with the 

Rlaw. To this end, contact the authorities for safeguarding the environment or 
the centre for disposing of waste materials in your area. 
• Do not throw the battery away with household rubbish. -
GUARANTEE 
The guarantee complies with the law. If the guarantee has to be used please refer to 
the specialized retailer. The right to the guarantee Js applicable only for the country in 
which the transmitter was purchased. The batteries are not covered by the guarantee. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY TO THE EU DIRECTIVES 
Hereby Teleco automation s.r.l. declares that the products comply with the 
essential. requirements and other relevant provisions, established by the Directive 
1999/5/EC

,. 
The declaration of conformity can be consulted on the web site: 

www.telecoiig.tomation.com/ce 

TECHNICA�-�ECIFICATIONS 
Carrier frequicy 
Power supply"' 
Consumption when transmitting 
Worklng_terri�rature 
Protection r:iffng 

868.3 MHz 
9V ± 10% (alkaline battery H6F) 
10 mA 
-10' +55'C 
IP54 

INSERTING A NEW ACCESS CODE FOR ENABLING COMMANDS In the vievrof a constant development of their products, the manufacturer reserves the 
Attention: The keypad cannot be enabled to function If the correct access code Is not righ� for changing technical data and features without prior notice. 
activated. It Is therefore necessary to carry this code so that it may be seen if a person 
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